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Finance plays an important role in national economic development, the normal 
operation of the financial work is in relation to the normal operation of national 
economy, and for the macroeconomic regulation and control it is also very important. 
With the advancement of local fiscal reforms, establishing a comprehensive, 
accurate and detailed reflect local fiscal revenue and expenditure situation of 
information system is very necessary, which can be true and scientific, reflect local 
fiscal problems perfectly and transparently, make local government financial 
management more standard, improve the efficiency of the use of fiscal and 
strengthen the financial decision-making scientificly and the transparency of 
financial work. It is a part of our country’s implementation of "Jin-Cai-project" . 
Building a local fiscal budget management system can fundamentally prevent local 
financial capital operation and precipitation in vitro. Local departments financial 
budgeting software serves the local department of business. Good local departments 
financial budgeting software's main functions include guaranteeing the normal 
establishment of the department budget, and making it convenient for the operation 
of the department budget staff and producing all kinds of statements for the 
policy-makers to understand and reference to. 
As budget business personnel in actual compiling department, this thesis 
mainly researches and discuss how to use the popular and high-performance 
database, the application server, J2EE architecture and  the technology of class 
library, strictly follows the object oriented software engineering specification and 
planning requirements of the ministry of finance, ensures the advance and scalability 
of the system to achieve a local fiscal budget implementation information system 
which provide the local department budget establishment with better application 
platform. 
Through system analysis and design, the system can sort and process finance 















analyze the condition of the main project of budget revenues and expenditures 
among departments and regions its prospect is very favorable. 
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